ESSENTIAL PACKING TIPS

Nothing will be worrisome than packing for your overseas travel. Most of
the travelers worry that they have forgotten to bring an important thing
they will not be able to find easily in abroad. But, what will smart
travelers do? A smart travel can initially list all the essential things he/she
needs to get with him/her. Have a look at these essential packing tips for
overseas travel.
PACKING TIPS FOR OVERSEAS TRAVEL
1.

The very first thing is checking with your airline service to know

about the weight and size restrictions for your luggage as this will change
for every airline. Also know the weight of your luggage prior you get to
the airport so that there are no surprises.

2.

Remember to pack the essential things

without

which

you

can’t

live,

because

sometimes you may lose your luggage and it
might be delayed.
3.

Make two copies of your passport and visa.

Keep one copy at your home with your trusted
ones and carry one copy with you. In case you
lost your passport or stolen, if you show this
official information, then you can put a request
to your passport replacement.
4.

Are you planning to drive overseas? Then you should have

international drivers permit along with your regular driver permit. Before
flying, you should check the rules and regulations of the country you are
traveling to.
5.

Keep all the necessary medications with you. For some countries, you

may need to get the vaccinations several days prior your departure.
6.

Apart from your debit and credit cards, you should bring cash in the

currency of the country you are going to visit. You will find the currency
exchange booths in the airport, so can get them at the time of your
travel.
7.

Electric adapters and plug converters are also necessary. Make sure
to check the voltage and plug shapes online prior getting anything.

8.

9.

If you are sensitive sleepers, make sure to get your earplugs.

Depending on the location you are traveling to, you should take

necessary sunscreens and moisturizers. If the location is very hot, you
should take a pair of sunglasses. Also take the insect repellent if
necessary.
10. When it comes to the clothes, choose color palette so that you can
mix and match the things without feeling that you are wearing the same
things. Pack solid colors like black, white and red. You can even take
scarves for added colors.
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